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It seems the Jism 2 seductress doesn’t want to move far from what 
she’s famous for – titillation and lots of chutzpah 

Scandalously similar to Savita Bhabhi, India’s most-watched porntoon character, Sunny Leone in a 

peek-a-boo green drape caught our attention right away! Standing in front of bright windows with the 

dazzling white light descending over her partially covered torso, Sunny has chosen to go seductively 

desi for the cover of the popular men’s magazine FHM. 

While the bindi, the bangles and the transparent sari say a lot about Sunny’s wish to make it big in 

Bollywood, a closer look at the picture reveals the Canadian import’s lethal intentions. Remember, the 

31-year-old gal promised that she would not go back to the business of adult films, but going by this 

cover we think Sunny is not letting her pornstar tag go. 

The Bigg Boss 5 sensation recently shot a steamy bedroom scene for Pooja Bhatt’s upcoming film 

Jism 2 and now she sizzles by striking this scorching (and tacky) pose for the cover shot. Her amazing 

body and the carefully crafted portfolio are Sunny’s biggest trump cards and she knows how to play 

them right. First she goes underneath a wet fabric in the buff and shoots Jism 2’s sensational poster 

and now she places a translucent green fabric quite strategically on herself to create a buzz. We don’t 

know much about her acting skills, but Sunny is fabulously amazing at doing a cover up job. Her fans 

may disagree! 
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Shaun Posted at 7:20 AM on May 9, 2012  

Sunny Leon should be honored as “daughter of India”. 

 

Share this comment at 

KPS Posted at 5:42 AM on May 9, 2012  

She is not indian citizen why is she allowed work. expel her to stop indian 

values be drained to gutter 

 

Share this comment at 

Captain Nimo Posted at 5:34 AM on May 9, 2012  

Once a slut; always a slut! 

 

Share this comment at 

mrct Posted at 5:37 AM on May 9, 2012  

can i cum on her 

 

Share this comment at 

antony manoharan Posted at 12:16 AM on May 9, 2012  

Why target Sunny. She at least made it on her own skills or physique to 

Bollywood not by being sons and daughters of actors. They only deprive 

many far more talented and skilled actors male and female. Am sure the 

names of these offsprings of actors only give the industry its incestous 

status. 
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Dipesh Posted at 10:08 PM on May 8, 2012  

India’s most rated sex magzine…Times of India!!! 

 

Share this comment at 
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Informer Posted at 8:26 PM on May 8, 2012  

This photo along with complete sequel to nudity was already in a website 

even before she took part in Big Boss 5. The magazine is using an old 

photo and the author is writing without checking. This is our so called 

“investigative and sensational” journalism. 
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Paramjeet Posted at 4:40 PM on May 8, 2012  

ye three to RAM Dev Baba ki liye hi hain , ye kya spoil karenge. 

 

Share this comment at 

satyamev jayate Posted at 3:34 PM on May 8, 2012  

Three women enough to spoil Indian culture 

a) Sunny Leone 

b) Veena Malik 

C) Rakhee Sawant 

Anna Hazare and his team should look into this Scam 

 

Share this comment at 

abhishek Posted at 4:33 PM on May 8, 2012  

sunny leone, rakhi sawant , veena all three 

 

Share this comment at 

bikram Posted at 10:22 PM on May 8, 2012  

Indian sacred values ! you forgot to mention many Indian mega stars 

(both men and women) filmy idols, millions want to follow ! only one 

example—while having affairs with Anil Kapoor and south actors, Sridevi 

at the same time was tying Rakhi on the wrist of married Bonny kapoor. 

his wife Mona caught them (After this Mona kapoor had depression 

recently died of cancer. RIP Monajee ! at least after death), she got 

pregnant by her brother Bonny. now very gracefully still beautiful and sexy 

sridevi comes in front of media people with such a pride ? living in Toronto 

and trying to inculcate great Indian values in our kids, i wont promote her, 

but at least Sunny is not a HYPOCRAT like Vijanti mala, hema malini, 

sarika, rekha, shilpa shetty, kareena, sangeeta bijlani,dimple kapadia the 

list is endless. there is another list of male dogs also who left no pole left 

which was not urinated at. 
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Lingaraj NT Bangalore Posted at 9:16 PM on May 8, 2012  

true 
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Vishal Posted at 9:41 PM on May 8, 2012  

Poonam Pandey 
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